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Introduction & Aims 

Islington Museum is redesigning its permanent gallery and facilities in 2022. The 

team wants to ensure that the future museum will be relevant, accessible, 

interesting, and exciting for local families, adults, and schools.  

This report summarises the feedback from Phase 2 of the consultation. During this 

stage, the team wanted to explore how the future Museum could be more 

welcoming, accessible, and interactive.  

Based on feedback from the first consultation, the team developed a series of ideas 

for transforming the welcome and orientation area, and options for alternative 

interactives and display methods. The team also wanted to understand what a 

‘quality visit’ looks like for current and potential audiences. 

Feedback from Phase 1 suggested that people wanted the museum to emphasise 

Islington as ‘home’ or a ‘community.’ Using this as a lens through which the new 

museum explores Islington’s history will allow the team to include more community 

voices in the display. In Phase 2 of the consultation, the team wanted to explore this 

concept in more depth, with findings shaping ongoing work to develop the new 

museum’s narrative.  
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Consultation Methods  

The Museum team consulted with a total of 69 individuals in-depth through:   

  three online focus groups with the three target audiences (February 2022) – 

total of 16 individuals 

  a community consultation day (19th March 2022) – total of 35 individuals. An 

opportunity to feedback was also extended for the following couple of weeks 

  a digital consultation (8th March to 11th April 2022) 

https://survs.com/report/atij82bcmz - total of 18 individuals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the first round of consultation, the public told the team they particularly wanted to 

see changes to the entrance and welcome areas of the Museum. Based on these 

suggestions, the team worked with illustrator Lucia Vitni, to reimagine the 

entranceway. These illustrations were intended to bring to life very early concepts 

and are not representative of the style, images, or colours to be used in future 

designs. They were used throughout phase two of the consultation as a discussion 

tool.  
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Participants       

Focus Groups 

The adult focus group was made up of 2 women and 2 men between the ages 

of 40 and 72. 3 frequently visit museums, 1 rarely. 2 had visited the Museum 

before. 2 identified as Southeast Asian and two as White (other). 2 reported 

they had a disability. 1 was a manual/casual worker, 1 was self-

employed/small business owner, 1 was long term unemployed/never worked 

and 1 preferred not to say. They lived in Mildmay, Clerkenwell, Holloway and 

Barnsbury wards.  

The families focus group was made up of 7 parents/carers aged between 30 

and 41 from Holloway, Caledonian and Mildmay wards. 3 were last minute 

additions so unfortunately there is no demographic data about them. 3 

sometimes visit museums and 1 visits frequently. 2 had visited the Museum 

before. They have children from 0 to 13 years old. 1 identified as 

Asian,Kyrgyz, 1 as Black (Caribbean), 1 as Mixed and 1 preferred not to say. 

2 reported they had a disability. 1 was a middle/junior manager, 1 was a 

professional, 1 was long term unemployed and 1 was a student.  

The teacher’s group was made up of 5 EYFS, KS2 and KS3 teachers from 

Robert Blair, Samuel Rhodes, Highbury Quadrant and St Joseph’s. 3 were 

subject lead teachers in maths, science and art and design. 2 had visited 

before, 1 with a class. There was a mix of men and women aged between 34 

and 59.  3 identified as White British and 1 as African American. We don’t 

have demographics for all the teachers.  

Community Consultation Day  

35 people attended. An opportunity to feedback was also extended for the 

following couple of weeks. Families and adults were asked to feedback using 

different coloured post-it notes. 152 post-its were completed and shared.  
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Digital Consultation  

18 people responded to a digital consultation, but not everyone answered every 

question. A range of ages from 18 to 76+. Slightly more men than women. 

Majority identified as White. 4 respondents considered themselves to have a 

disability 

The 18 individuals were made up of 9 adults that usually visit museums alone, 

4 adults that usually visit museums with other adults, 3 adults that usually visit 

museums with children they care for, 1 adult that visits alone or with one other 

adult and 1 adult that visits alone.  
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Recommendations (Islington Museum Team) 

Informed by the key findings emerging from this stage of consultation (see below), 

the Islington Museum team have developed the following recommendations:  

  To maximise resource and expand reach, the future museum requires a 

cohesive, accessible, and engaging visitor journey, which supports potential 

audiences from pre-visit through to post-visit. This includes:  

o The development of a clear museum identity and brand that unites 

marketing, signage, and in-gallery graphic design. This needs to both 

clearly communicate the purpose of the museum, and highlight its link 

to the council. Branding and signage should be subject to co-

production due to wide ranging perspectives on consultation 

illustrations 

o The development of a simple, stand-alone museum website with 

access, exhibition, and programming information and associated 

resources available, and which supports visitors to prepare for their 

visit 

o A new communications plan for the new museum which maximises 

team resources and reaches our target audiences consistently and 

effectively  

o Inclusion of the museum in local signage and provision a brown sign or 

alternative, supporting wayfinding from local transport hubs  

o Provision of vibrant, impactful signage along the glass wall, street-level 

entrance way and immediate area, and the basement-level entrance 

way, clearly communicating museum identity, contents, and changing 

programming  

o Remove the rotating doors to increase accessibility and flow  

o Provision of wayfinding support throughout the gallery 

o Access tools, hygiene protocols, and other safety measures should be 

clearly signposted, to support confident use and navigation of the 

museum  

o Seating with accommodations for disabled visitors should be available 

throughout to facilitate pauses  
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  Transforming the courtyard will increase visitor numbers by facilitating 

incidental visits, supporting visitors in overcoming threshold fear, and 

increasing visibility from the street. Changes recommended include:  

o Provision of comfortable and inviting seating  

o Provision of low-light loving plants with links to Islington’s story  

o Provision of small refreshments cart, possibly in partnership with a 

local business  

o Provision of museum engagement content in courtyard, creating a link 

between the entrance and the gallery itself, and piquing visitor interest  

o Investigate the provision of a roof, shelter, or awning to ensure space is 

weatherproof and usable year round 

o Use of courtyard for small events  

  The ‘welcome’:  

o The ‘welcome wall’ should be removed and replaced with a more open 

entrance area offering clearer direction and flow  

o A clearly identifiable welcome desk should sit directly next to the 

entrance and be staffed by a welcoming, customer-focused staff 

member or volunteer 

o The welcome area should offer clear information about wayfinding, 

facilities, and programming, and should offer access to resources such 

as a small retail area and museum trails 

  Engagement: 

o In-gallery content should be less reliant on text, and more focused on 

visuals, interactives, and objects 

o Tools designed to orientate the visitor in Islington’s story (such as 

maps and timelines) are required but should be disseminated 

throughout the gallery and entrance area as opposed to solely focused 

at the welcome   

o The future museum should include a wide range of interactives suited 

to different audiences and needs. These should include:  

. Low-tech interactives  

. Replicas and handling objects  

. Audio visual interactives  
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. Digital interactives focused on increasing access to deeper 

layers of information about the collections  

Resources, signage, and museum flow should take these interactives 

into account to avoid bottlenecks during group visits   

o Opportunities for learning and play must be integrated into the museum 

narrative. Resources in-gallery should durable, replaceable, and easily 

cleaned with a procedure in place for regular cleaning.  

o Learning tools should be available pre, during, and post visit  

  The narrative: feedback supports the development of curation and 

programming through the lens of ‘Islington as home’ with an emphasis on 

‘community’, but co-production is essential to ensure this is effective  

These recommendations will be expanded and consolidated with insights 

accumulated from in-team consultation, an external access audit, and the Phase 1 

consultation report.  
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Key Findings 

  Audiences want to see an improved VISITOR JOURNEY, with a focus on the 

way they interact and engage with Islington Museum before even entering the 

museum. Improved BRANDING, ONLINE PROFILE, AND LOCAL 

PRESENCE is required to help more people become aware of the Museum 

and what it can offer, as well as to allow audiences to better plan their visit.  

  Audiences want NEW, MORE EYE-CATCHING SIGNAGE that welcomes and 

appeals to all ages on the existing glass wall running parallel with the 

museum. However, participants were clear this must exist in tandem with an 

updated VIBRANT STREET LEVEL ENTRANCEWAY and additional BOLD 

SIGNAGE in the immediate area, including in front of the museum. Phase 2 

consultation reinforced earlier findings that the Museum is considered 

uninviting and easy to miss from the road:  

 ‘it’s not seen properly when you walk down the road. So, they must 

have something which people, pedestrians, can see from the street’.  

Participants requested signage that combines clear council branding with a 

strong museum identity. The glass wall and an improved entranceway need to 

quickly convey what visitors can do and find inside the Museum (photos of 

artefacts were popular), that it’s a place for them and is open, free, and 

‘friendly’.  

  Our audiences loved the ideas presented for IMPROVING THE COURTYARD 

by making it more usable and welcoming. They suggested using the space as 

an extension of the museum and as a positive asset for the local community. 

This could be achieved by including museum content on the walls and 

pavement, comfortable seating, refreshments, and plants. Consultees 

envisioned it as a place to meet a friend before a museum visit; a space to 

decompress and have a coffee before leaving; a location for storytelling 

events, enjoying plants, and conversation; and a place to inspire curiosity 

about Islington’s heritage. Our audiences pointed out that this space would be 

more effective with a TRANSPARENT COVER/AWNING, making it fully 

usable all year round.  
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  Our audiences agreed the BASEMENT ENTRANCEWAY needed to change 

and become brighter, more colourful, and much more welcoming. Consultees 

suggested including ‘Welcome’ in a number of local languages to make it 

more inclusive and welcoming. Phase 1 consultation indicated that the 

ROTATING DOORS are an issue in terms of use and space. Phase 2 

consultation confirmed that audiences want to remove this door. Consultees 

wanted to retain the transparent glass so visitors can still see inside. 

Audiences also liked the idea of the glass wall having images of what you’d 

find inside and relevant words with the teachers saying that ‘local’, and 

‘community’ are good words to include for local children:  

 ‘I think if you were taking children, because obviously this is their 

community and where they grew up… I think that’s an important thing 

to have on there—to have something that’s welcoming and kind of 

make sure that you remind that it’s local—I think that’s important’.  

  The proposed content offered on THE WALL (immediately on entering the 

gallery) was popular but needed to be spread throughout the museum or out 

in the courtyard, rather than focused all in one place. The timeline and map in 

particular were popular with consultees. Visitors said they were not drawn to 

the existing wall, and that the information on it was easy to ignore or miss. Its 

location blocks the view of the rest of the museum and creates confusion 

about where to go or how to start the Museum journey.  

  Our audiences need a more PROMINENT WELCOME DESK near the 

entrance with clear orientation for the Museum. Consultees indicated that the 

welcome desk’s current spot is unsuitable because it is far from the entrance 

and easy to miss. The doors opening onto the play area created confusion 

about the museum’s purpose and whether this museum was meant for people 

without children.  A welcome area visible from the courtyard would help break 

down some of the barriers that people have on entering the museum. During 

stages 1 and 2, visitors also indicated that they expected and wanted to have 

a museum shop somewhere near the entrance.  

  Our Phase 1 consultation told us that visitors wanted more opportunities to 

interact with objects in the gallery. In our Phase 2 consultation, they were 

ENTHUSIASTIC about the options we presented and were particularly 

Our audiences agreed the BASEMENT ENTRANCEWAY needed to change and become brighter, more colourful, and much more welcoming. 
Consultees suggested including �Welcome� in a number of local languages to make it more inclusive and welcoming. Phase 
1 consultation indicated that the ROTATING DOORS are an issue in terms of use and space. Phase 2 consultation confirmed that 
audiences want to remove this door. Consultees wanted to retain the transparent glass so visitors can still see inside. Audiences also 
liked the idea of the glass wall having images of what you�d find inside and relevant words with the teachers saying that �local�, 
and �community� are good words to include for local children:
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positive about LOW-TECH INTERACTIVES. They felt there should be a 

variety of ways for all audiences to engage. They are especially keen to 

engage with real objects and replicas in ways that do not always involve 

reading. There was an expectation to see some digital interactives, but 

generally as a tool to access more layers of information. Some parents 

indicated that these would have to be well maintained as any broken 

interactives or interactives with pieces missing could cause disappointment. 

For schools, teachers need to be supported to manage routes around the 

Museum to avoid squabbles over activity stations.  

  Opportunities for INTEGRATED LEARNING AND PLAY throughout the 

Museum are important. Families love targeted resources linked to exploring 

the collection and associated stories, and expressed a desire for take-home 

activities that continue museum learning and engagement after the visit. 

Teachers need access to resources that offer pre, during and post visit 

support.  

  Some consultees were concerned over in-house interactives handling and 

hygiene (especially as relates to coming out of the pandemic) but clear 

protocols and signage could mitigate these concerns. 

  Our audiences were particularly positive about object rich VISUALLY DRIVEN 

DISPLAYS. 

  From our Phase 1 consultation we know our audiences want to access 

different layers and levels of information depending on their interest. They 

also want the Museum to provide a WIDE RANGE OF WAYS TO EXPLORE 

STORIES/TOPICS which appeal to a wide variety of visitors. Being able to 

access digital information on their own devices was attractive to some. A 

charging station could encourage people to do this.  

  Feedback from our Phase 1 consultation suggested that people wanted to 

emphasise ISLINGTON AS ‘HOME’ OR A ‘COMMUNITY.’ Findings from 

Phase 2 confirmed that audiences want this message emphasized. The 

museum’s displays need to be updated, and to better represent local 

communities: 

 ‘There’s a lot of things happening in Islington, like community-wise… I 

think the museum is really important because it’s talking about the 

Feedback from our Phase 1 consultation suggested that people 
wanted to emphasise ISLINGTON AS �HOME� OR A 
�COMMUNITY.� Findings from Phase 2 confirmed that audiences 
want this message emphasized. The museum�s displays 
need to be updated, and to better represent local communities:
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history of Islington, and Islington is a very rich borough in terms of 

culture, and all kind of things that exist here in Islington. I felt that didn’t 

quite reflect as much, it’s not really up-to-date….’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When asked what makes a TOP-QUALITY VISIT, our audiences indicated 

that they want a variety of ways to engage with our stories and topics, 

including interesting and exciting object displays and object handling, 

interactive exhibits, and activities. Great exhibition design and clearer 

signposting to more information and related topics that interest them are 

important. They want to learn new things, meet friendly and available staff, 

and have access to resources that encourage them to explore their local 

area. All audiences indicated that an evolving and changing offer would 

encourage repeat visits.  

Teachers want a bright and welcoming space, easy navigation, and a clear 

route around the museum. They also need curriculum linked resources and 

proactive communication from museum staff and volunteers. Accessible and 

easily found bathroom facilities are necessary when bringing a whole class.  
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Appendix 1: Detailed Findings  

 

The Glass Wall 

 

Adults  

Liked colour and seeing what’s inside, but needs to appeal to all ages 

Adults were generally positive about it; it could help to ‘draw attention to what’s 

there and draw people in.’ They described the current wall as ‘mundane’ and 

‘boring’ and liked the idea of a more colourful signage. Adults were keen to see 

branding which did not specifically look like it was aimed at children (it should 

‘appeal to all ages and not only children’). A couple of attendees were not so 

keen on the overall idea, describing it as ‘messy’ and a ‘waste of money.’ 

Some liked the use of green lettering, fitting in with the Council branding, but 

felt it would need to be bolder or on a solid background so that you can see 

what it says from the bus.  

Photos or images of objects displayed outside were seen as helpful for showing 

what is inside. Visitors also need to know the Museum is free (‘and friendly’) 

from the outset and signage could include a sentence like ‘discover the history 

and treasures of Islington’ to communicate what the museum is about.  

Need more signage generally  
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Adults want more visible colourful signage outside the Museum and along St 

Johns Street as well as clear directions from the library (‘hard to tell apart from 

the library’). They suggested posters at street level advertising exhibitions and 

events plus eye-catching flags. More advertising needed too (e.g., social 

media, Tribune, Islington Council publication and in the library). 

 

Families  

Liked colourful design but not in right place 

Families feel the Museum is very easy to miss. They generally appreciated this 

fun and colourful design but felt that the wall is not in the right place anyway: 

‘it’s not seen properly when you walk down the road. So, they must have 

something which people, pedestrians, can see from the street.’  

They suggested something much bigger and bolder, perhaps a flag that you 

could see from the street: ‘you know sometimes when you see a flag on the 

street especially children, they love flags, and they will say “Oh look Mummy 

what is this?” You know, they are curious they want to see what is there, and 

then the parents will follow.’ Other suggestions were big posters near the stairs, 

3D representations of key objects to catch people’s attention e.g., the cow head 

and illustrations/directions on the floor. It needs much more visible signage both 

outside the Museum and at nearby stations, plus a bigger profile in local 

newspapers too.  

One parent/carer wanted this signage to be a ‘little bit more serious’ and 

representative of the Council with ‘the normal Islington white, light green, and 

dark green, like a wave’ – this design made her think of a ‘children’s centre’ or 

‘primary school.’ Green lettering for ‘Islington Museum’ may not be ‘vibrant’ or 

‘catchy enough’ but the colour does say ‘Islington.’ The colourful design could 

look dirty quickly. 

 

Need to know immediately what they’d find inside 

Families wanted to see ‘obvious’ images outside, showing what was going on 

inside the Museum. They felt that the title of the Museum doesn’t immediately 
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tell you what you’ll find inside like the ‘Science Museum’ or the ‘Natural History 

Museum.’ 

 

Teachers  

Inviting and exciting  

They thought it looked more ‘inviting’ than the original, more ‘exciting’ and ‘a 

place you’d want to go and have a look at more’. Bright signage would attract 

the eye. One teacher wanted to see images of artefacts you could find inside 

the Museum. Another wanted ‘some kind of art on the floor to show where to 

go...stepping-stones with information and maybe an exciting picture of how 

Islington was.’ 
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    THE COURTYARD  

 

 

 

Adults 

A big improvement to a ‘grubby’ and ‘dead space’ 

They generally liked the ideas for this area and felt it would be a real 

improvement, brightening it up. It needs to look more like an entrance to a 

museum rather than a basement. The plants and coffee cart would be welcome 

(and maybe cakes and croissants too!).  

Needs some cover  

All or part of this space would need a shelter/canopy (preferably transparent to 

let the light through).  

An extension of the Museum 

Adults thought the “entrance offers great opportunities to make more inviting 

with a very light touch” with more plants, coffee, fairy lights, music, seating, and 

weatherproof displays. The courtyard could be themed for the season and there 

could be courtyard storytelling sessions. One adult suggested the courtyard 

and welcome desk could be linked: “have front desk and guides and ‘what’s on’ 
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is brilliant, but if space allows have it possibly be an extension of outside 

sitting/coffee area, so it links’. 

Use the basement wall (behind where people sit) for a museum map and more 

information which would also encourage you to explore the Museum. 

 

Families  

Really appealing 

Families agreed the whole courtyard area (and the steps from street level) 

needed brightening up to make it much more welcoming. The new idea was 

‘appealing’ and ‘simple but inviting.’ They weren’t sure if there was space for a 

coffee cart but liked the idea of having refreshments, and would like the option 

to take them inside. Seating in the courtyard would be appreciated, and would 

be particularly pleasant in spring and summer. Families suggested it would be 

positive to have the option to meet friends or other families here before going 

into the Museum.  

Needs some cover 

A transparent or partial canopy would be ideal because of the London weather. 

Plants popular 

Having plants to attract local wildlife or those with meaning were suggested 

e.g., ‘like herbs that were used by the Romans.’ Being able to smell and touch 

these plants would be a bonus for blind and partially sighted visitors and those 

with a sensory disorder.  

Make it an extension of the Museum 

One parent described a successful Museum visit with her family: ‘It’s more 

interactive from the outside going in so they kind of—not know what to expect—

but they’re already excited going in.’  

They would appreciate more displays in this space, which is underused right 

now. There could be more information in this space about what they will find 

inside and maybe an arts and crafts table outside. They wanted a “sense of 
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arrival” before they even go down the steps. The courtyard should feel like a 

part of the Museum. It could be similar to the ‘nice courtyard’ at the Postal 

Museum.  

 

Teachers  

Loved it but don’t have obstacles that are easily knocked over 

One teacher described the look as ‘concrete meets nature.’ Pictures of objects 

on the wall would show people who were curious and walking past what they 

could find inside if unsure.  Having a space to decompress before or after a visit 

would be good. The coffee cart was popular. Objects (e.g. large plant pot by the 

stairs) on the floor should be carefully considered as can become a hazard or a 

distraction.  
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THE ENTRANCE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adults  

Agree it needs to change 

Adults agreed that the entrance needed to be brighter and more welcoming 

with more colour. They liked that the design showed an entrance with the 

revolving doors removed. They liked the welcome signs: ‘I like the fact that the 

welcome signs are there, because I remember walking down, I wasn’t too sure 

you know, where was the open door and stuff like that.’ There were concerns 

that the design should avoid being ‘too busy’ or ‘messy’.  

 

Positive about glass and illustrations  

They were pleased the entrance was still glass as they felt it’s important for the 

Museum to look modern and still be able to see what’s inside: ‘I just want to see 

something modern, I want to see automatic glass doors, I want to see some 

nice imagery on the glasses, where people want to be intrigued—like what’s 

this, let’s go and check it out.’   

 

Museum still needs more visibility from street level  

Most of the overall feedback was about making the Museum more visible from 

street level. Flags or even a ‘large sculpture’ could make people stop, and a 
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colourful mural extending down the stairs could draw people down. As it was 

hard to know if the Museum was open, a clear and noticeable open/closed sign 

is needed.  

 

Families 

Liked the idea but suggested improvements 

Most were positive about this idea for the entrance. One thought the idea was 

‘rather routine and boring.’ One thought it should be a bit more serious. She 

wanted visitors to understand that Islington’s history and culture ‘has a valuable 

place’. 

The welcome sign could be in a variety of languages because ‘part of Islington 

is having these different communities.’ A pathway on the floor could lead 

visitors to the entrance. The pavement slabs could have ‘little facts about 

Islington’ on them or information about Islington people who have made a 

difference.  

They liked illustrations showing what they might find inside as well as being 

able to see inside. But the word ‘radicals’ could be ‘too political’ and have 

‘negative connotations.’ They suggested ‘free-thinkers’ instead.  

Street level visibility still important  

Like the adults, making the Museum more visible from various angles, at street 

level, was crucial.  

 

Teachers  

Like the idea but concerned about accessibility of words and images 

They like the colour scheme presented and how it all ties together (from the low 

glass wall at the top to the entrance). Being able to still see into the Museum 

was important. Having one clearly labelled entrance was much better. They 

wanted to be able to see the images and read the words on the glass, so were 
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concerned that a design too close to this prompt visual, with waves of colour, 

would make these inaccessible.  

‘Local’ and ‘community’ are good words to include for local children 

One teacher picked up on the words ‘local’ and ‘community’: ‘I think if you were 

taking children, because obviously this is their community and where they grew 

up… I think that’s an important thing to have on there—to have something 

that’s welcoming and kind of make sure that you remind that it’s local—I think 

that’s important’. 
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THE WALL 

 

NB: This section focused on discussions about either removing or transforming the 

current ‘entrance wall’ installed in the gallery. For those who hadn’t visited it was 

hard to imagine this wall and possible changes.  

 

Adults 

Content welcomed but not all on one wall as soon as you enter the Museum 

 

Content offered on the wall generally welcomed visitors, but the situation is not 

ideal as it ‘blocks view of the rest of the museum.’ They were not so keen on 

entering and finding a wall: ‘was a bit too like in my face basically.’ It has too 

much info. on it (though they did want to access all that info. in the Museum 

somewhere): ‘my only concern is if all of this is done, is put as soon as you 

walk in, it might be a little bit too much for people.’ One adult agreed with the 

wall being removed: ‘bit confusing and I skipped over it when I arrived.’ Another 

said it needed less information or some Q&A to help any ‘anxious arrivers.’ 

They liked the timeline and maps: ‘having maps of Islington with key spots to 

check out is an awesome idea…’ The map of Islington needed to show the 

boundaries with other boroughs, so you can get a really clear idea of areas in 

Islington.  
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They suggested that just the timeline might be on this wall if its kept: ‘I think the 

timeline is a good idea for the wall and have the desk on the left as you walk in, 

because when we walked in today on the left was more of a play area. And if 

you keep the outside where there’s a coffee and a seating space, to maybe 

keep that area, I think it’s very good for kids as well—to make a play are for 

kids there, make an activity area there as well’.  

One adult suggested a digital wall instead with moving images or flaps to lift up 

with interesting facts.  

 

Families 

Content welcomed but situation not ideal   

They said it was ‘clear’, ‘bright,’ and ‘simple.’ They liked all the elements but 

weren’t sure they should all be clustered on one wall. They suggested that the 

map of Islington showing where objects were found and the timeline could be 

bigger, inside the Museum, on the glass or on a wall in the entrance courtyard: 

‘I don’t know what colour or how vibrant it would have to be because it’s glass, 

but at least it's something—if I was sitting there with my kids, and my eldest 

one wanted to walk around, at least there’s something to look at, you know?’ 

One parent suggested that the timeline could be on the floor.  

One family said they ‘turned left at the circular door. We were not drawn to this 

wall’ and suggested having a ‘more open entrance.’ Another said that currently 

‘the welcome’/’intro’ wall has good content but it’s easy to ignore it on your way 

in.’ Another felt that ‘space wise not ideal.’  

As for the suggested content at the entrance families like the timeline and felt 

that planning their visit wasn’t that important for a small museum.  

 

Teachers  

Good orientation important but this wall wasn’t the way to do it  

They want good orientation but felt there was probably too much on this one 

wall: ‘all of those elements are really important to have for teachers or for 
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anyone visiting. I wouldn’t take any of them away from the museum, but I 

wouldn’t have them all on one wall.’  

They really liked the idea of a map of Islington’s roads with labelled stars 

showing where objects from the Museum were from. They liked the timeline. 

This could even be on the wall in the courtyard: ‘if you didn’t know what the 

museum was about, then I’m guessing a timeline would be good because you’d 

get the overview of Islington and kind of get a flavour instantly.’ The feedback 

station should be at the end of a visit.  
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THE WELCOME AREA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adults 

Really liked the idea of this space near the entrance and being welcomed by a 

person 

Positive about the idea and having a visible welcome desk right near the 

entrance, indicating that it is definitely better than where its currently situated. 

Like that its more ‘structured,’ with ‘someone there to help me.’ They’d prefer 

seeing a person to welcome them and help them with their visit.  

The Museum needs an orientation space like this: ‘I couldn’t work out where the 

place actually started, and there was no sense of structure within the building. I 

think if there was a positioning or repositioning of the entrance, so you go into a 

foyer or something. And then you go around—and I saw, there were lots of kids 

in there. And I thought it was like some kind of play area…. it kind of confused 

me. …. you wouldn’t go to any normal, like a gallery or something like that and 

have like kids milling around in the whole area, like they were treating it like a 

play area. It’s supposed to be a museum, so I don’t really understand that.’  

Being able to know what was on offer straight away was a ‘good idea.’ They 

liked the map and being able to see how Islington related to nearby boroughs 

as well as finding out where museum objects were found. One adult suggested 

that the donation box could be digital ‘so people can touch their phone with a 
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suggested donation of £2 per person but options for £1 or £5.’ Another said the 

feedback station could be digital with three simple questions.  

 

Families 

Good place for a welcome desk and being able to access resources 

They thought it was a good place for a welcome desk, and that the current one 

is in the wrong place. They appreciate having a person to welcome them as 

well as being able to pick up resources to take around the Museum. They liked 

the bigger map. They thought the table with the feedback box could be a 

hazard and this should come at the end of the visit anyway.  

 

Teachers 

Really like the map 

They like the large floor to ceiling map: ‘(children) love to orientate themselves. 

And then where other things are here, and then where they are in the borough, 

where do they come from. Obviously, that’s going to be quite high up so they’re 

going to have to get on a ladder [laughs].’ 
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INTERACTIVES 

 

Specific interactives were tested with their respected target audiences.  

 

Interactive type  Adults Families 

 

Teachers 

 Not everyone had used one 

before, but they liked the 

idea, it would help people to 

learn about the history, help 

you to focus. They would 

prefer to be able to pick up 

at the Museum rather than 

download/access via their 

phones. One participant 

would much prefer a guided 

tour with a real person. 

  

Interactive type

A person on their phone
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A popular activity: ‘I really 

like the whole physically 

touching historic objects and 

trying to you know, like, 

explore them a little bit 

more, rather than just see 

them through a glass. So, I 

personally like that…’ There 

was some anxiety about 

causing damage to an 

historical object. 

  

 This was a difficult concept 

for this group to grasp. 

Being able to feedback 

about their experience was 

well understood.   

  

People looking at the museum displays

Asking for feedback
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One participant was very 

keen on ‘hi-tech’: ‘that’s 

exactly what I expect when 

going into a museum—I 

expect traditional with latest 

technologies and 

innovations, seeing touch 

screens and information at 

your fingertips for me is very 

engaging.’ It would motivate 

him to seek out the physical 

object in the museum. 

Anything digital had to be 

‘easy to use’ and ‘not too 

complicated.’ One 

participant was happy to 

watch something on a 

screen for a minute. 

  
People looking at computer displays of the museum 
art
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They liked the idea of 

listening to people’s stories: 

‘that’s quite nice, yeah that’s 

like proper history, wow.’ 

One participant thought it 

was ‘outdated’: ‘I think the 

new way, the audio kind of 

way, where you can scan a 

QR code, and you can listen 

to it while you’re looking at 

something. Whereas here 

you have to kind of stand on 

the spot, when you’re on 

your phone or on your QR 

code you can walk around.’ 

Also, only one person can 

listen at a time. 

 

 Popular with some teachers: 

‘that would be so much 

more accessible for my 

students…they would just 

love that.’ But there could 

be problems if there weren’t 

enough of them.  

 

Ways to listen to the museum history
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 There was some concern 

that having to give back a 

backpack at the end of a 

visit might cause problems: 

‘I understand where they’re 

coming with backpacks—

that’s a bit like Dora the 

Explorer, that kind of thing. 

But if you’re looking at the 

young age group, trying to 

get the backpacks off the 

kids at the end of the day—I 

can just see lots of 

screaming little kids that are 

going to be upset that their 

new backpack is being 

taken away from them.’  

There was also some 

anxiety about spreading 

germs: ‘it might not be the 

 
Giving backpacks to children
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right time right now with 

COVID, but later maybe.’ 

One parent described a visit 

to a Liverpool museum 

there they were given a 

folder of simple activities; an 

‘I Spy’ tick box sheet to use 

looking around the museum 

and simple activities to do at 

home. Other parents liked 

this idea and there was a 

suggestion that maybe they 

could pay for the backpack 

(£3 or £4).  

 

As a follow-up to a museum 

visit one parent described 

getting a badge: ‘…once 

you’ve finished in the 

museum, just before you’re 

leaving you put your name 
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and email address into a 

little box…. they would send 

you like a badge or it 

was...um like your name 

was put into a prize lot. But I 

know they sent us some 

badges in the post, like 

congratulations that you’ve 

walked around the 

museum…’  

 

 They all really liked the idea 

of handling real or replica 

objects.  

 

Handling objects were very 

popular, getting ‘real life 

experience’ with physical 3D 

objects: ‘being able to 

handle the objects is 

amazing, it just gets their 

interest going straight away. 

I use the Islington library 

services for my kids, and 

getting the artefact—all 

right, it’s a replica, it’s not 

Touching objects
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the real thing, but they just 

love it. It just gets them 

straight away, and it just 

gets them like— ‘Ooo!’ and 

once you’ve got them at that 

point, you’ve got them all 

the way in, and they’re 

interested, they’re learning. 

And they talk about the 

things after, they ask so 

many questions.’ 

 

 Children with sensory 

issues might find these 

scary and get upset.  

 

 Boxes with holes to put your hand in and feel 
around
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 Dressing up was popular 

with some parents/carers 

but hygiene could be an 

issue.  In the longer-term 

this might not be such an 

issue (post-pandemic). It 

was important to have 

things for children of all 

ages.  

Dressing up is popular. 

They suggested having 

costumes that fit a range of 

sizes of children. There 

needs to be enough, so 

children don’t fight over 

them.  

 

 

 They were more interested 

in a ‘Where’s Wally’ activity 

than a character identifying 

family friendly activities and 

information.  

 

 

 

 They like trails which keep 

children entertained. If they 

could be age appropriate 

even better: ‘I have different 

kids of different ages, it 

would be good to keep like 

 

People dressed up as characters

An activity on a sheet finding something

Trails
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one, like you know, under-

5’s another one 5-8.’ 

They suggested also inviting 

local people to talk about 

their lives to visitors or have 

actors dressed up in 

character.  

 

  Resource packs for different 

key stages are really 

helpful. They can guide the 

visit with ‘scavenger hunts 

and things like that to look 

for while we are walking 

around and then to be able 

to take that back to school 

with them to continue 

whatever activities there 

were.’ They would also be 

helpful for teachers who 

don’t have ‘a lot of 

knowledge on the subject of 

Resource packs
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Islington.’ Having them 

accessible online would be 

a good idea ‘so you wouldn’t 

have to have hundreds of 

them sitting around, and 

then they could be updated 

frequently, and teachers 

could just print off what they 

need.’ 

 

  A popular activity: ‘I just 

think that’d be great, kids 

love to make things, and 

yeah that would just really 

bring the museum alive 

almost.’ But if there were 

any parts missing it’s 

incredibly disappointing. 

Interactive areas
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  Anything hands-on and 

interactive like this is good: 

‘I think this would really 

engage the children. Also, a 

lot of museums have a lot of 

reading, some children that 

that’s not a strength of theirs 

might struggle to do that or 

might lose focus, so I think 

breaking that up there in the 

museum and the areas will 

be a really attractive 

element that will be useful’. 

Interactive / hands on experiences
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At the Community Consultation Day one family felt that there should be a variety of 

ways to engage, one liked the trails, and one liked the smell boxes. One wanted role-

play. But it was the handling objects/replicas and digital interactives that were most 

popular: ‘digital allows to convey more info and keep up to date’, ‘these are great to 

convey more in-depth info.’ But one family wasn’t keen: ‘no. We are all already 

spending much time on such devices. Better to show short videos/images on 

screens’. 

Adults appeared to be considering both themselves and children. They were 

interested in a whole range of interactive ideas, sensory/smell boxes and digital 

interactives were mentioned most (including having an interactive map). They also 

suggested an escape room activity, oral history, and music.  

The 18 people who completed an online survey picked their top two favourite types 

of interactives.  
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INFORMATION PANELS/OBJECT DISPLAYS 

 

Panel type Adults Families Teachers 

  One parent liked the map of 

the world and pictures of 

objects on no. 1 and said: ‘for 

me it’s more 

straightforward…it has 

everything on it.’ Another 

parent said this one wouldn’t 

be attractive to children. 

 

Families suggested less text 

generally.   

This was not that popular for 

school groups. Pictures of 

the objects are good, but 

they suggested being able to 

listen to the information: 

‘everyone loves a telephone, 

so I think with my kids with 

reading, the struggle, and 

they wouldn’t be able to 

make sense of that’. 

 

 

Popular: ‘timelines are fab! 

You could even do one on 

the floor and make it a route 

through the Museum’.  

 

Popular. They all like a timeline. One 

teacher suggested being able 

to press a button and ‘it could 

tell you about that part of the 

timeline’. 

 

Pictures of objects / the world

An image of timelines
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 Liked this joint best with 

visual based displays and 

valued being able to touch 

objects (with a bit of info that 

adults could read).  

They liked the idea of an 

integrated object on open 

display as part of an 

information panel.  

 

 

Like visual displays – objects 

to look at and touch, 

illustrations: “visual displays 

draw everyone in whatever 

their age/vision/IQ/literacy’. 

Liked visually driven displays 

joint best with integrated 

object display. Families also 

were interested in immersive 

displays (one parent said 

they had enjoyed the Titanic 

Museum where you could 

enter immersive displays).  

They liked a visually driven 

display but even better if the 

children could get inside! 

 

Information with interactive objects

Visual displays
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Not popular Not popular Not recommended to engage 

children. 

Newspaper article book
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The 18 people who completed an online survey picked their top two favourite types 

of information panels/object displays.  
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ISLINGTON AS ‘HOME’ OR A ‘COMMUNITY’ 

 

Adults 

This was seen as a popular approach. The Museum was not currently up-to-date: 

‘there’s a lot of things happening in Islington, like community-wise, and it would be 

nice to have it in Islington. And I think there’s a lot of, I think the museum’s really 

important because it’s talking about the history of Islington, and Islington is a very 

rich borough in terms of culture, and all kind of things that exist here in Islington. I felt 

that didn’t quite reflect as much, it’s not really up-to-date, so yeah I felt that’s really, 

that’s something that should be looked into.’ 

One participant described a similar approach now taken at the Museum of the Home: 

‘they looked at Hackney’s history but it’s through the lens of all the different 

communities that have made up Hackney.’  

One participant started thinking about different kinds of ‘communities’ the Museum 

could explore:  

‘I think this thing, the different groups of people who constitute community—they 

could be common interest groups, they could be like religious-based groups, they 

could be culturally-oriented groups, they could people just the people that live in an 

area in close proximity, sort of all these things need to be looked at.’ 

 

Families 

Having watched the Museum video (and not visiting the Museum before) one parent 

said: ‘I didn’t see any kind of representation of any other kinds of ethnic groups, and 

they must have been around! You know, we’ve got Kenwood House, so we know 

people that are ethnic minorities…didn’t just turn up in the 50’s or something, but it is 

part of Islington’s story…I even would be interested to know what communities 

started coming when and how and, you know, I know that my dad came over in a 

boat, you know. It’s those kind of things that make it interesting. And the Irish as well, 

you know, like a bit more of how did the Islington populace become the Islington 

populace, like what groups came and how, and why.’  
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Another parent said there was already a small section in the Museum about 

minorities. They all wanted to see more of the stories: ‘I guess the aim of the 

museum is to kind of…put people together, coming from different backgrounds? And 

I think the key word is identity and culture, and it’s part of who we are as British 

people, then it has to be shown.’ 

Teachers  

This approach was popular. They suggested getting the schools involved in creating 

content and including children’s voices. They wanted children to hear stories from 

the older generation: ‘kids love to hear the stories from people’s grandmas and what 

they lived through and what they did, so to have—I don’t know having people in 

schools right now, you can’t do that because of COVID and minimizing all those 

risks. And it’s something that we at [School Name] really will not have any visitors as 

well. So, to be able to go out and hear those stories…would be absolutely fantastic.’  
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TOP QUALITY VISIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Families 

A top-quality museum visit involved interactive displays and activities, trails, 

object handling, great exhibition design, signposts to more info. on what 

interests them, being able to compare past and present, having a variety and 

different ways of engaging - for different family members and groups of friends.   

Family visitors liked friendly and available staff, interesting and exciting objects 

and things that encourage them to explore their local area. 

Teachers  

Want easy navigation and a clear route around the Museum so nobody can 

get lost/go missing and you don’t miss seeing anything (Museum of London 

given as an example). Good communication and advice (‘suggestions or 

where to look or what to focus on’) from the Museum team, good bathroom 

facilities, and a bright and welcoming museum were noted as being wanted.   
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The 18 people who completed an online survey were asked to think about what 

makes a top-quality visit and pick their top two.  

One adult wants an offer to ‘allows for repeat visits - an evolving and changing offer. 

It doesn't have to be large in manner, and more for an adult audience (evening and 

weekend events, walks, late openings etc.)’ 
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